
StripitXT
Extract Instantly Your QXP Document’s
Content

StripitXT is the only QuarkXPress®XTensions™which
automatically extracts Arabic and Latin text from QuarkXPress
documents into a hot folder. StripitXT prepares the contents of
your QuarkXPress documents for web designing and for
archiving. No more extracting box by box! 

Fast and efficient, this total solution saves text as Macintosh
ASCII, Windows ASCII or Unicode in an XML format, and
pictures as JPEG or PICT into folders, which are easily
accessed by Web designers, or by searchable databases.

Who benefits from StripitXT?
StripitXT is developed mainly for large publishing sites that
require professional archiving utilities. StripitXT automates
publishers' daily archiving procedures by allowing users to
export QuarkXPress pages into text and pictures.

StripitXT Advantages
Unlike other XTensions, StripitXT links headers with text during
extracting to maintain the proper sequencing of information.You
will be able to relate the Style Sheets names into XML tags in
StripitXT which will create an easy link facilitating the archiving
process.

StripitXT adds a new submenu to the QuarkXPress utilities
menu, which allows you to choose default or unique preference
settings, to request a Stripit folder, and to extract: 
- A PICT or JPEG preview of an entire page
- A PICT or JPEG preview of every picture box on the page
- A text file containing the full path and name of every picture   

on the page
- An XML file containing the text of all the page text boxes.

With a range of pre-archiving options, you determine which
items and how much of your document to extract. You also have
a variety of choices for the final archiving of your document: the
scale of the PICT preview, exceptions, and article separators.
Default and saving options have never made extracting easier
and more effective.

• PowerPC G3 or later

• 230MB Hard Disk Space

Macintosh System Requirements

StripitXT is a trademark of Layout Ltd. QuarkXPress and
XTensions are trademarks of Quark Inc. registered in the
U.S and other countries. Macintosh is a registered
trademark of Apple Inc. All other products are the
trademarks of their respective owners. 
© Copyright 2005 Layout Ltd. All Rights reserved.

• 128MB RAM

• QuarkXPress 6.1 or later

StripitXT offers newspapers the ability to place extracted
information on the World Wide Web. StripitXT is one more
example of Layout Ltd.'s commitment to bring desktop 
publishing to a higher standard.

Features & Benefits

- Choose default or unique preference settings

- Request a Stripit export folder

- Save content as Macintosh ASCII, Windows ASCII or 
Unicode in an XML format

- Export previews of the entire pages and previews of every 
picture in the document

- Choose from a range of pre-archiving options

- Determine which items and how much of your document to  
extract
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The StripitXT XML preferences window (above) allowing
you to assign XML tags to Style Sheets.


